DECEMBER 2020

TECHNOLOGY
MEETS NATURE

MARCH 2020: CLOSURE OF CONSERVATION HALTON PARKS
•

Parks closed March 21, 2020 due to severe

•

Strong message sent out via traditional and

overcrowding and poor physical distancing

digital media that parks would be closed in
the interest of public health and safety

MAY 2020: UTILIZING TECHNOLOGY TO RE-OPEN PARKS

•
•
•
•
•

Closures came with promise to open as quickly, safely and responsibly as possible
Partnered with Canadian start-ups to develop custom software

Reservation system was complimented by newly installed electronic gates

Designed to ensure that experience was enhanced, not impaired, by technology
Now able to manage capacity levels in the parks using data

COMMUNICATION:
A KEY PILLAR TO
RE-OPENING

In order to re-open with the new
technology in place, we had to quickly
and effectively change over 50 years of
learned behaviour. This was achieved
through continuous communication
through various channels.

COMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS
TRADITIONAL MEDIA
•
•

Press releases issued during closures and re-opening
CEO interviewed for print and radio pieces

Publications: CBC Toronto, Hamilton Spectator, Milton Champion, CBC Hamilton,
InHalton, Newmarket Today, Narcity, Bradford Today, Global, Cogeco, CBC Radio
Reach: 1M+

SOCIAL MEDIA
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram (organic and paid campaigns)
Reach: 1M+

Engagement: 130K+

EMAIL NEWSLETTER
Reach: 24K+

Engagement: 10K+

TRADITIONAL MEDIA

These are extraordinary times and we are not
in a position to use staff resources to manage
non-compliance with park rules or control
crowding proactively… Unfortunately, while
most people have been very responsible, some
have demonstrated a complete disregard for
the health advice we must all follow. This leaves
us no choice but to close the parks indefinitely.
We can not risk the safety of any member of
our staff or the broader community.
Hassaan Basit
President and CEO, Conservation Halton

Press Release, March 2020

TRADITIONAL MEDIA

When we closed the parks, it didn’t suddenly
become convenient for us to make these
improvements, but it was suddenly necessary.
Instead of opening the gates, putting up some signs
and walking away, which would have been
irresponsible, we wanted to take a little more time to
make these improvements, so that when we did
open the parks, we would have a better chance to
create the conditions needed for physical distancing
and be able to operate more efficiently than before.
Hassaan Basit
President and CEO, Conservation Halton

Press Release, June 2020

SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN: PARK PLEDGE

•

Messaging focused on need to come together as a community with strong

•

Campaign shared on social media channels with organic posts and paid ads,

sense of social responsibility for one another

which targeted Halton and surrounding areas where we know people visit from

SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN: RESERVATION SYSTEM

Infographics provided simple visuals, instructions and
explanation for new reservation system. They also highlighted
our intention for open and continuous communication.

EMAIL NEWSLETTER

•
•
•

Newsletter sent to subscribers to notify them about closures and re-opening
Updates throughout process to keep lines of conversation open and remind

community that they are important to us and we were working on a solution
Sent from the CEO with a “human” tone, full honesty about each step of the
process and explanation of efforts to protect public health and safety

KEY ELEMENTS OF SUCCESS
•

Be accessible to our community through a variety of different communications

•

Think beyond “business as usual” and implement solutions that address the needs of

•
•
•

channels

today and the future

Invite questions and conversations to explain existing rationale, while working to
continuously improve the customer experience

Remain open and honest and willing to listen and learn

Conduct extensive daily surveys on user experience and pivot operations as needed

Thank you.

